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in the end, the purple tape may have to do with the fact that it's a tape, or at least it's a tape that's meant to sound like a cassette. it's the sort of thing that will only appeal to the most ardent ravers. but what's clear is that the era in which the purple tape was made is not the era of today. today, you have to have a specific taste
and an ability to spend money. with the purple tape, it was about having the music and the desire to give yourself over to music. today, you can do that too. you can have the music and have it at your fingertips. but you also have options. you can listen to music you like and listen to other music too. you can listen to music in
public spaces and connect with others on the same sort of level as the music; it's very different than what it was in the '90s. you can do the same thing with any music now and it doesn't require a "cassette tape" feel. this is what the purple tape helps me think about, but i also love the fact that the purple tape was made to
stand apart from the other wu-tang clan releases coming out at the time. the purple tape was a sort of triple threat: a wu-tang classic, a solo album by a member of the group, and a tape that was being made by a member of the group. sure, it's a niche market, but there's a large audience for these reissues. and while the music
on lost tapes ii is the best in nas's catalog, it's not particularly new or groundbreaking. still, it's a free-form, eclectic assortment that takes advantage of the medium, putting six old remixes and five remixes on the tracklist alongside the original instrumentals. and that's the other thing about lost tapes ii: this isn't just a reissue of
a reissue, it's a celebration of the format itself.
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by the time of his 2004 release stillmatic, nas' style had evolved into a more focused, contemplative form. it was a style that leaned heavily on his own wail but it was also one that still had the melodic, cohesive tendencies that had existed since illmatic. in 2013, nas released his life is good, an album that marked a more
experimental turn for the rapper. with a co-sign from andre 3000, the album inspired people in the hip-hop community to look at nas in a new light. while the album was occasionally disjointed and unapologetically eccentric, it was also vibrant and full of moving moments. but it was also weird. and for a rapper whose work is

generally steeped in a particular sound, nas' weirdness was a little jarring. but it was also a turning point. he shifted the focus of his work from being an exercise in his own voice to being a conduit for the voices of his collaborators. nas' most recent release, nasir, also reveals a more mature artist. one who has grown up. while
the album may not be his best, it's certainly the most personal. it's a heartfelt meditation on life, love, loss and what it means to be a creative person, something that nas has always been, but perhaps never more than now. his decision to release nasir as a double album speaks to this evolution. and it's certainly a gamble. if
nasir is as successful as it seems to be, the wait for a proper lost tapes will be worth it. and if it's a flop, at least we'll know why. previously, the only built 4 cuban linx.. boxset was the first "reissue" of the wu-tang clan. there are other wu-tang clan cassettes floating around out there: wu-tang muzik by rza (a three-cd set of
unreleased rza/wu-tang tracks from the mid-to-late 90s), wu-tang forever (mostly instrumental tracks from the late '90s and early '00s) and the wu-tang forever duets boxset (a collection of rza/wu-tang clan songs recorded in 2002). but the lost tapes is the first proper reissue of any of nas' solo albums. this is nas, after all.
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